
 

  

 

Go Live 1 April 2019 

Dear colleagues, 

As the HUC Project Manager of the West Essex Integrated 
Urgent Care (IUC) and Extended Access (EA) services 
mobilisation, I am writing to give you an update.  

 

Premises for EA and Out of Hours (OOH) – your opportunity to contribute 
Thank you for sending through your suggestions as to where the treatment centres 
and EA locations should be within West Essex. We are collating and analysing the 
information to develop a proposal that includes locations that are accessible for 
patients and proportional to practice list size. This is your opportunity to contribute to 
the future delivery of EA across West Essex. If you have any other contributions that 
you wish to add, the closing date is Friday 14 December. We will submit this proposal 
to our CCG colleagues week commencing 17 December for evaluation against 
agreed criteria. A decision should be made by Friday 21 December. 

IT and telephony 
We are finalising the delivery model and solution with Chief Clinical Information 
Officer at the CCG, Dr Rachel Hazeldene, and will also be working closely with 
Arden & GEM CSU for EA. Our SRO is meeting with the CCG IT leads on Tuesday 11 
December to develop the EA IT arrangements. From an urgent care perspective, IT 
and telephony are an integral part of the mobilisation plan and works will 
commence as detailed in the agreed schedule in early January. System tests are  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

planned throughout the process of getting ready for Go Live Day. Once the Out of 
Hours Treatment Centres and EA locations have been confirmed, our team will also 
arrange site visits to help us work efficiently within the local community.  

Recruitment and Engagement  
Employed staff of the current providers may be eligible to transfer under the TUPE 
regulations to HUC. As part of this process, the HUC HR team will meet with the staff 
and current providers to agree the transfer. HUC have drafted a welcome letter for 
staff to be sent by the outgoing providers. 

We are keen to meet with the local clinical community and are currently finalising a 
separate communication to all clinicians which will include: 

- Educational/ engagement events at Manor of Groves in Sawbridgeworth 
- Webinars: We recognise that due to seasonal pressures it can be difficult for 

you to attend meetings, which is why we are considering using a webinar 
solution to provide updates. 

-  HUC upcoming educational events  
- Direct registration  and shift booking with HUC 

Clinical Lead 

Please find attached the advert previously circulated. 

We are eager to develop a good working relationship with you prior and post Go 
Live in April so that we can ensure that the West Essex community receives a high 
quality service that they expect and deserve. 

Please be assured that we have a team of staff at HUC working on the mobilisation 
of this service. I am coordinating this project and am very happy to receive 
suggestions / questions and feedback, including your contributions to the EA 
locations. You can contact me via the email address 
westessex@hertsurgentcare.nhs.uk 

Best wishes, 

Alison Lungley 

Project Manager  

10 December 2018 
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Additional Questions – Q&A raised to date by Epping GPs 

Some specific queries around the model have been raised as follows: 

Will GPs in extended access or OOH make referrals e.g. cancer two week waits? 

The current established Pathways will be used in both OOHs and EA from Day One. 

Stellar has local referral templates for different localities reflecting the different 
hospitals served, will these be handed over and adopted?  

We will be working with Stellar Healthcare to ensure a smooth handover of all 
information, templates and processes. In order to achieve this, the HUC Service 
Delivery team will be arranging a meeting with representatives from Stellar 
Healthcare early in the New Year to facilitate this. To date, our key focus in meeting 
with stellar healthcare as been the staff that are due to TUPE transfer and planning 
communications with the clinical workforce. 

How will extended access appointments be booked? 

Bookings of routine and on the day EA appointments will continue to be made by 
practices. Each practice will have an allocation based on the capitated formula. 
Any unused appointments will be offered to practices who need additional 
capacity and to A & E departments where the patient could be treated in primary 
care. In addition, the new Clinical Advisory Service (CAS) will book primary care 
appointments directly into EA as appropriate. 

How are you going to ensure a more fair distribution of extended access 
appointments between practices and some flexibility? 

Working with the GP practices, HUC will develop clear booking criteria for EA to 
ensure that this is allocated fairly and regularly audit the use of EA by practices. 

How closely are you working with Stellar?  

We are extremely keen to work with colleagues from Stellar and the CCG over the 
coming months to ensure a smooth and seamless transition of services for patients 
and staff alike. HUC have a clear project plan and risk register to make sure this is 
fully achieved. 

How will IG issues be overcome – every practice has an IG agreement with Stellar? 

The HUC and CCG Governance representatives will work with Stellar and GP 
practices to agree the most appropriate and efficient way to address this concern. 
Having agreed this, a formal communication will be sent to all practices.  


